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1. Introduction

Two dozen educators, heeding the clarion call to "build a school"

gathered in Kensington in_1964 and spent a year or two engaged in the

deadly serious briness of translating cliches into curricula; logos

into lesson plans. The ability, energy and commitment of the staff were

attested to by Smith and Keith (1971) in Anatomy of Educational Jr:nova-

tion:

...Kensington was an4mportant but temporary*training ground,
a etep for many of the seaff as they searched to create careers
as professional innoVators. Commitment was to issues and ideas
as well as to'anything as place-bound as the generation of °

social structure of a beginning,fledgling organization. The

ideaa were portable, applicable elsewhere, and the educational
world was waiting... (p. 117)

So wrote the researchers a decade ago as they analyzed the motive

structure of the Kensington faculty, a faculty chosen for its commitment

and belief that a new educational day was dawning. This was a young,

bright faculty, eager and impatient to get on with the sunrise. Heavy

work schedules, late'meetings, home preparations, interpersonal con-

flicts, pressure from parents and peers had all been borne at least

willingly, if not gladly; all for the cause.

The mixed fruits of their collective labors and their brief two

year existence as an elementary school faculty was chronicled by Smith

and Keith,pefore the participants left the district and pursued other

challenges. Fifteen years have passeesince these eduCators planned and

worked to build a new and better school for elementary children.
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Where are'they now? We chose to find the people and t the.im-

_pact Of the Kenpington experience on their personal and professi
4

lives at several levels. First, we ascertained their perceptions of the

earlier experience. Why had they been attracted to heed the call to

build an innovative school? How did they remember the experience?

Which people or remain a significant memory 15 years later? How

did they judge the success or failure of the experience?

Second, what effect, if any, did the Kensington experience have on;

their personal and professional lives? Have they changed their educa-

tional idealogies in the ensuing years, or do they still hold some of the

same philosophical tenets of 19647 How did the Kensington experience fit

into the fabric of their piofessional lives? What use, if any, do they

make of that previous experience as they go about their work in the

1980's?

Finally, and more broadly, how have the lives and careers of these

educators changed over the past 15 years? Where have they been, what

have they dohe, and what are their hopes and ambitions still to be ful-

filled?

2. Research Process

The first step in the research process was to methodically trace

down each of the teachers and administrators involved in the original

KenSington and to secure their participation in a follow-up study.

Through a variety of interesting and circuitous routes we found all but

one of the original 21 and intervieW:d 17 of them in taped face-to-face
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interviews ranging in length from two to seven hours. Two we talked

with more briefly on the telephone. One is deceased.

As an aside on the methodological issue, we were rather surprised

that so few Unica existed among the partieipants. We had hoped for an

intticate network of Christmas card lists, or other forms of address

links but found. none. Two couples and two individuals have remained Ira

close contact with one another but beyond these pairs, the routes from

Kensington were varied and disp:arate: Our participants were found in

California, Oregon, Minnesota, Alchigan, Wisconsin, Missouri, Nebraska,

Texas, and Farida.

Interview Techniques , Most of our interviews were conducted with

the participant and both researchers present. Initial/y we selected

this technique/because we both wanted to be present for the early inter-

views as we were shaping our guiding questions and didn't Want to miss

-1
the early content emerging from the interviews. We fully intended to

then split the remaining individuals and,Conduct the interviews with

just one Of us present. As frequently occurs, serendipity Smiled and

we saw definite advantages in our approach. First, the role of inter-

viewer aneobserver can be interchanged allowing one researcher to "back

off," pay attention to more subtle cues indicating tension, threat or

other mechanisms and then pursue those leads or redirect questioning if

that is viibre appropriate. Second, the observing one of the pair can

chart otit a line of questioning more leisurely and pursue that route to

give the other interviewer a chance to relax and "re-load." Third, the

observer can go back-over notes and pick up leads for further elabora-

tion which is more difficult to do when in the'actual line of questioning.
if
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Fourth, different interviewers develop lines of questioning which are

highly efficient and each can develop a specialty with the "two-platoon"

system of interviewing. Fifth, interviewers can cover for one another's

mistakes very effectively. At times an interviewer phrases a question

poorly and the other edits or elaborates the question. Again, there are

times when one interviewer is simply having a bad day and the other

carries a greater share of the load. The obvious necessity for two

people to be attuned to,qxle another's strengths and weaknesses is a..pre-

requisite for this technique. Sixth, the difference in personality

match-ups allots a greater rapport with same participants than othtrs.

Sensing this allows the better match-ups to be utilized to a greater

extent.

Cautions The obvious advantages of this method carry potentill

liabilities as well. Perhaps the most important caution is the need to,

be sensitive to the participant's response. The dual interview could be

a very demanding and exhausting experience both because of the fresh

supply of questions but also because the contrasting styles of the inter-

viewers could become tension producing. The ethical responsibilities for

inierviewers are doubly important when the additional pressure of a sec-

ond interviewer is added. Also, if one is not careful, the two inter-

viewers can spend time talking to one another and dominate the discus-

sion unnecessarily.

3. The Major Emergent Strands

Six themes emerged from the analysis of the interview tapes and two

of these six will be briefly discussed in this paper. Due to time
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constraints the remaining four will be mentioned in the closing remarks,

but will not be developed further here.

Strand One: Religion, Reform, and Education The first theme Could

be termed,tducational Reform as Secular Religiorror as one of our chap-

ter titled currently reads, "Change Religions but Keep the Faith." Smith

and Keith (1971) had earlier described in detail the ghenomonon of true

belief as it was displayed in the original Kensington, drawing on Eric

Hoffer and used such terms as "framework of faith" (p,_106), "cultish"

(p. 108), and "the.unassailable belief" (p. 109) td help describe the

depth of commitment held by the faculty and administration. They con-

eluded, "He who would engage in large-scale inn&vative progra-ms must be

Cognizant of the role of true belief that is endemic to the process"

(p. 116).

For a number of'the faculty the passage of years had not dimmed the

religious commitment to-an.educational ideal. For some, the years had

'altered the means but not the ends, for others even the means had not

been Changed. There was evidence that the commitment-carried both a

secular component ab well as the more typical examples of-religiosity.

Some haerekindled early commitments to organized religionyhile others

had rejected rather violently the role of organized religion but retained

a strong ethical; moral component. Finally, some had undergone rather

dramatic religious conversion as "born again" Christians. The strong

belief theme, so evident in the original Kensington as a commitment to

an educational ideolOgy appears to have sprung from a much broader

religious base than was earlier realized.

7
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As examples emerged from our tapes we began to refer to a "mission-

ary" quality which seemed to exude from the interviews even though not

all of the participants would consider themselves to be religious. Our

"missionaries" were Protestant, Jewish, Catholic, Agnostic, and Athiestic

but they shared a drive andmoral commitment which appeared as a powerful

force in their lives.

Clearly there were differences in the group. About a half dozen

faculty could be termed "Sustainers." These six Latter Day Kensingtar-
.0*

lens had sustained their church or synagogue connections and maintained

their fervent desire to improve and enhance public education either

through full time professional kfforts or through part time involvement,

in voluntary association with local schools. The sustainers had devel-

oped a view which integrated family, religion, and education in a coher-

ent and articulated manner.

A smaller subset of the faculty might 1:4" labeled a's Intensifiers in

that the early fervor and commitment of yoUth had apparently been allowed

to wane during the early part of the post-Kensington's years and there

had gradually been a rekindling of interest in the typical pattern which

includes marriage, children, and an investment in the community.

Finally, a third group of four faculty manifested a more dramatic

5-

modification which has been labeled Reactionary. This group included

those who had undergone rather sharp disallusionment with religion as

well as some who had been converted in equally dramatic fashion. Regard-
.

less of whether one jumped into or out of religious persuasion, there
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remained a fascination with belief which persuaded the observers that

theissue has been only temporarily resolved and that the final word'had

yet to be spoken on the issue. At best, an uneasy truce appeared to have

been struck with religion conviction.

The three categories represent nothing unique in and of themselves

in that nearly any group could be allowed to scatter for 15 years, be

restudied and points on a religious continuum could be located for each

person in the original group. What appeared unique was the intensity

with which the staff continued to feel and believe after the passage of

15 years.

The present data seem to leave little doubt that many of the origi-

nal staff shared an idealogical commitment which grew out of a rather

intense religious socialization. Consider the following:

1. The superintendent of the district and the principal he
selected to implement the 'school were fellow Bible class
students for several years earlier in their careers. The
close church contacts led to family social exchanges and
some years later the working relationships in the MilfOrd
District.

2. One teacher had been active as a youth lay minister and
maintained the ministerial functions in addition to his
Career as an educator.

3. One teacher spent his youth in various Jewish yquth and
athletic groups and has maintained a position of leader-
ship in his temple.

4. One teacher, in addition to an active church life is
married to an exseminarian with several years of theo-
logical training.

5. ,One teacher was active in the preaching ministry just prior
to undertaking graduate work in educatilp which led to em-
ployment at Kensington.

-6. One teacher completed undergraduate work in theology,
attended divinity school and served a year as an intern in
the parish ministry before joining the Kensington staff.

7. One teacher had plans after high school to become an
agricultural missionary following a very active involve-
ment in his local church.

9
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The presence and importance of these facts we had clearly missed in ()cur

earlier work. The full import of their meaning remains a major concept-

ual and interpretive problem for the current analysis. yo this point,

"educational reform as secular religion'l captures one.part of our under-

standing and "dhange religions but keep the-faith" captureeanother facet

of the same stone.

Strand Two: You DO Go Home Again

But why had he always felt sO strongly the magnetic pull of

home, why had he thought so much about it and remembered it

with such blazing accuracy, if it did notmatter, and if this

little town and the immortal hills around it, was not the only
home he had on earth? -He Aid not know. All that he knew was

that the years flow by like water, and that one day men come

home again. (Wolfe, 1934, p. 89) ,

Thomas Wolfe tapped a cultural yearning which seemed descriptive of

many of our participants as a second major strand emerging from our inter-

views. As we puzzled over the life style changes resulting from a decade

and a half of meandering about the landscape we were struck with some

obvious commonalities. Individuals were drawn from diverse backgrounds,

shared a common experience and then seeped their way back through a

series of moves until they had achieved a reasonable fit with earlier

origins. In one way or another the Keneingtonians wanted to "go home."

Not surprisingly, few would describe their present location as being

sought to effect a return to earlier origins. People lived where they

lived and are doing what they're going because it was "convenient,"

represented an "advancement," just seemed the "right" thing to be doing

now but no one expressed the need to return to the roots from which one

sprang. That is our,conclusion and we feel very strongly that the pull

described by Wolfe was a powerful and seductive one for many participants.

1111
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The "natives' return" was certainly not a simple one in that not all

returned to the exact geographical origins of birth (but a few did); not

All pursued life styles ortiving arrangements as their parents (but a

few did) and not all returned to the exact value structured or belief

systems of their parents (but a-few,did that also). What we observed

wall a complex seriedof life'iterations in which the opportunities pre-
,

,sented and the needs'expressed were roughly matched and then fine tuned.

Individuals sought out, consciously or unconsciously, the best solution

which would approximate the replication of those earlier times. For

some it was a geographical return, for some it was an intellectual re-
.

81;
visit and for others a re-emergence of attitudes and valued 1 d down at

t

an earlier time.

Geogvaphic and,Intellectual Return No less than five of the origi-

nal staff returned to the very same towns or cities in whith they grew

up. After a series of moves which took them to rather far flOhg iota-

tions, each of the five answered Wolfe's call and ret.urned home. Nor

were these simple patterns involving a year or two of teaching and then

returning home to marry the local druggist to raise a family and settle

down. One person moved through a series of stops in an Eastern city, a

university in the Southwest and finally accepting a position as Dean in

r,

the very college from which he graduated years before. Another taught a

year or V40, finished most of-a Ph.D. at a distinguished midwestern

university and then returned home to live within a few blocks of her

early socialization. third staff member moved every two or three year;

from one federal proje t to another in various parts of the country with

an extended stay in the nation's capitol before returning to teach in

the mime secondary school from which he graduated 24 years before. Two

9 11



Two more people returned immediately to their city of birth and have re-

Nned there. The frequency of the returns tothe exact place of origin

is perhapa_less striking than the surptising nature of the individuals

involved. aased on the high degree of drive, mobility, and commitment

to "building a better world" which seemed to characterize these individ-

uals one might have predicted a more sustai'ned departure from the early

4
origins and yet upon closer analysis' less startling. In khree of

the cases, the inslividuals returned h to achieve the same idealistic

outcomes sought in the earlier experience at Kensington. One explicitly

returned to help.students become warTe of the wide world he had experi-

enced and to enc?urage them to fpel,free to sample freely from that

world:

S.

I don't want to be in Washington right now or Dade County, or
Houston--I don't want to be principal over here in this ele-

mentary school either. 'But I think, you kno4, I. think. that

'---where I am right now is,to be working with the kids that are
at the same place,that r was in 1948, 1950 and to say .to ehose-

kids, but not verbally, but to demonstrate to those kids that

you can walk out of this town and you can do whatever you wan't

to, you can go all the way to the White House if you want to

and you can come back here df you want. I think that's a'big
part of what thiacountry's about- and a big part of pubilic

education's about and you know, I don't feel like that I Inade
"my contribution," it's not that, it's,just that I workeclon a
societal level, I.worked at the institutional level and right
now I'm working on the instructional level,

(Taped interview, 1980)

The pull of "going home" was clearly meshed with the desire to con-
,

tinue'the good fight which characterized the earlier years at Kensington.

The untangling of rationale from rationalization is impossible.with such .

.
limited data but the likelihood that motives sometimes precede aellon

and sometimes are created after the fact is clearly an intriguing possi-

bility.
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A second staff member returned home with a strong commitment to help

his Alma Mater reach out into the community to help students 4n a way

which he and-other poor kids of his generation had not been helped. Far

ftom tetreating or_resigning to a slower-pace the following passage de-

sdribes this indiliidual's continued struggle withtliberal causes even

Whliereturning to the frielndly Confines of the hOme community.

We still have what is referred to here as Nigger town...was
when I was there and still is, amazing! The grade point aver-
age!.(for.Blacks) is 1.87 according fo the Vice Chancellor and
they just instituted a policy that I opposed....I think I was
the onlY opposing vote in all of Central City...which would \
increase the standards at the Univet s ty from no standards to
something like if you have a 1.5 for t ree semesters you're
notellowed to enroll again. I would like to see anything
done'tha; would increase the number of Black population on
campus and I thoughtythe.word would get out that we all of a
sudden had standaTds and to confirm that my suspicions were
true...that it was a poor policy,..the local newspaper came
out in favorof it .so that was irreconcilable ptoof that it's
a poor idea...

Observer: You were the only one voting against that increase
in standards?

Yargued for two hours in the deans' council meeting and the
arguments I heard'were the same ones I've heard for 25 years...
which had almoSt no merit.at all...the strange paradox is, and
this is one of my lateat deals, is that the...if students fail
in class it's ae-much...:it's the fault of the system...not the
fault of the sOldent and so,paradoxically here we're talking
about hgh standards..there wes no discussion of the fact that
the rea on the Students Were doing poorly is because we give
them a C-professor.whicOs about what we have...we give them
a textbook by a..-.someone.the reading level is two or three
years advanced from theirs...which seems to be of no concern
to any professor...we hive no,programmed instruction...we have
them all take the same test.'..we don't have differentiated
tests....we don't have differentiated rates...then you say
we're going to have high standar0...well, why shOuldn't there
be some discussion of the weakness of the system to Supply
adequate resources. (Taped Inver4ew, 1979)



The vividness and paasion expressed are 4 clear indication of the

individual's continued commitmeNnt to the education of poor and minority

studerits.

Regional Returns In addition to those returning to the exact towns

and cities of their origin, another eight returned to the same region of

I.

the country from which they originated. Hidden within the massive,mo-

bility statistics are those people who move out and then return which

% has the ironic result of appearing to support instability and,change

when in fact, the return of many to similar regions or settings is a

tribute to the stability hidden within the flux. Four individuals were

attracted from the south to spend one or two years at Kensington to then

retorn; three to the southwest and one to the southeast. Foul- more were

attracted fror the upper midwest and returned; two to the original state

and the other two slipped across the state line into a bordering state.

Thus 15 staff members have returned within close proximity to their early

origins. When you add to this number the three who never left the Ken-

sington area, only four have not returned to their homeof origin.

The implications of this return rate are both obvious and not so

obvious to those who argue for attracting teachers from a diverse geo-

graphic and cultural background. For the receiving schools, such as

Kensington, it would appear that such attraction is often of brief

duration. But in the return home the inqviduals bring with them a

store of experience illustrating and augmenting intellectual, value, and

01,

ideological perspectives. In addition, the niches and positions they

fill are also very different.



4. Concluding Thoughts

Time does not'permit the elaboration of four additional patterns

emerging fram the data. One of these threads deals with the origins and
410

maintenance of educational ideology. A second thr:i-lideals with organi-

zational niches and career opportunities for educationists. A third

theme to be'developed requires an examination of continuity and change

in personality which blends personal and professional contributies.

Fourth, we will look at professional education particularly at the

doctoral level, whichlgor our participants was a disaster for reform

&laded practioners.

Several personal and perhaps more peripheraf notes close this brief

presentation:

1. The excitement and genuine satisfaction of returning to
study and interact with the'original Kensington partici-
pants is hard to adequately convey. The 15 yeai interval
appeared to disappear in moments and the quality and spark
of the interviews appeared to'be reciprocally rewarding.

2. The richness of the data for examining complex quqptions of
long term innovation in education appear'worth thi tremen-*
dous cost in time, energy, and money.

3. The blending of both personal and professional insights
impressed us as being absolutely essential for a clear
understanding of continuity and change in either of those
areas. Our interviews constantly shifted between and
among the personal, social, and professional werlds of the
participants as they unravelled their last decade and a ,

half.
4. Finally, if there's a way to do educational research that's

more fun, we'd like to know about it.

For us, these observations begin to raise questions if hot doubta regard-

ing the'very nature of educational research Methods and'paradigms as well

as the kind of abstractions needed to handle the phenomena of innovation

ilaAheory of schoOling.
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